A checklist for employers – engaging workers following psychological injury

Contact Worker within first 48 hours

Contact the worker, inquire about their wellbeing, demonstrate genuine concern. Do not use this as an opportunity to dispute the injury or to gather facts. This contact should purely be focussed on your worker’s wellbeing and wishing them a safe and speedy recovery and return to work. Positive contact within the first 48 hours has significant improvements in return to work outcomes.


Set up a buddy system

Identify, or ask your worker to identify a person in the workplace they trust or have a positive relationship with. Make regular times for this buddy and the worker to catch up for coffee. Keeping your worker positively linked/engaged with their colleagues sees an increase in their wellbeing and faster recovery and return to work outcomes. The buddy should focus on how the worker is feeling about their experience, what really matters to them and what questions they need answered.


Schedule regular contacts

Staying in regular contact with your worker allows for greater engagement throughout the recovery process. It also keeps return to work at the forefront of that person’s mind. If a worker feels like an important and valued member of the team they are more likely to want to return to work.

These conversations should be strengths based – start conversations about what the worker likes and what they enjoy most in their job. It’s also a chance to introduce “have you thought about...” if there’s a sense that alternate duties may be potentially required.


Encourage them to attend social events at work

If there are any scheduled birthday parties, anniversaries, celebratory events at work, invite your worker. Having them engage positively with existing staff means they still consider themselves as part of the team. It also demonstrates to remaining employees that you genuinely care about your staff, bolstering morale and decreasing the likelihood of cascading claims effect.
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Encourage positive self-care outside of work
Support your worker to engage in activities that will improve their mood, community engagement and wellness ventures outside of the office, diet, exercise, volunteering and social commitments such as community engagement. Workers who feel supported holistically have greater return to work outcomes.


Ensure payments continue
Ensure the worker continues to receive payment/salary while they are recovering. Workers who are financially stressed have poorer return to work outcomes. When a worker is worried about finances they can feel undervalued, forgotten or mistreated by their employer.


Recognise and celebrate milestones
Celebrate the small wins in recovery along the way to return to work. If your worker has achieved an upgraded certification or has completed a course, take the time to congratulate them on their efforts.


Consider meaningful suitable duties
Where your worker has some capacity for work, make all efforts to locate meaningful work for them in the workplace. Workers who can utilise their skills vocationally during recovery report reduced pain and greater return to work outcomes.


Come from a place of belief/support
Psychological injury claims are less tangible than other injuries and can be difficult to accept. When interacting with your worker, leave the investigation up to the insurer. Let your interaction with the worker come from a place of belief and support. Demonstrating empathy and belief does not mean you accept responsibility for the injury/claim, rather that you accept that this person needs support to return to pre-injury duties.
